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We propose to have the meeting within the Sapienza University Campus.
Located in the Rome city centre, at a walkable distance from the Central 
Railway Station Termini, which is connected to the Fiumicino and 
Ciampino airports by train and non-stop bus, it will provide a very easily 
accessible location
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Among the possibilities offered by the  Sapienza University offers we propose the 
Museum of Classical Art. It has a collection of about one thousand two hundred 
plaster casts,  from the XIX century reproducing classic Greek sculptures
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Inside the museum, the Odeion Auditorium can accommodate up to 200 people 
In 2024 it will be renewed with a modernisation that will cover: networking, air 
conditioning,  conference seats and conference armchairs. 
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The museum corridors, often used for art exhibitions, can be used for both 
poster sessions and coffee breaks. We can plan the organization of a guided 
tour of the museum of Classical Art during the conference week.

https://web.uniroma1.it/polomuseale/en/node/5652
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The botanic garden present within the Sapienza campus can be used for the 
Welcome Cocktail and for the lunches 
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We propose to have the conference in the first half of June when no teaching 
activities take place. 
The weather in Rome is generally fine with warm temperatures. 
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Long days could allow an afternoon social outing, consisting of a visit to the 
archeological site of Ostia Antica, where the ancient Roman town has been 
fully revealed and a social dinner on the seafront in Fiumicino.
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According to the workshop schedule, we can also plan a visit to the INFN 
National Laboratories of Frascati (left picture below) or Gran Sasso (right 
picture below). Both of them are reachable by bus.

https://w3.lnf.infn.it/?lang=en
https://www.lngs.infn.it/en


The fee
We studied the possibility of an all-inclusive service: 

-2 coffee breaks per day;
-5 lunches at the conference site;
-the social dinner;

Total cost would be around 45 k€ resulting in an approximate fee for 100 
people is estimated at 450 €. 
An alternative without included lunches translates into a reduction of 10 k€ 
and therefore in a fee of about 350 €. 
According to our past experience it could be likely possible to collect from 
INFN and Sapienza a total of 10 k€ of fundings, resulting in a fee reduction of 
100 € per person 



Possibilities for accomodation
Around the University Campus and very close to the train station there are 
several accommodation options. We investigated for guidance on convention 
prices for events at the University.

Hotel Ateneo Garden Palace 4*
---------------------------------------
Single Room 156,00
Double Room 192,00
----------------------------------------

Hotel Laurentia 3*
---------------------------------------
Single Room 137,00
Double Room 156,00
----------------------------------------

Hotel Globus 3*
---------------------------------------
Single Room 95,00
Double Room 152,00
----------------------------------------

Casa dell’Aviatore
---------------------------------------
Single Room 78,00
Double Room 110,00
Suite       130,00
----------------------------------------


